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1 - Spring

Jakotsu doesn't like spring; in the spring it rains all the time and when it's not wet it's cold. He doesn't
like spring because the ground is all mushy and muddy and it slips under his feet and ruins his sandals.
He doesn't like spring because he always feels sick in the spring.

But not everything about spring is bad; in spring there are butterflies, which Jakotsu loves to watch, and
beautiful flowers to wear in his hair and braid into wreaths.

Besides, Bankotsu loves spring, so it can't be all that bad.

And that's how Jakotsu feels about spring.



2 - Summer

Jakotsu hates summer; in summer the air gets hot and heavy and it's hard to breathe. He hates summer
because during the summer it's stuffy and muggy and buggy and all you can really do is sleep. He hates
summer because of the thunderstorms that spend hours making the atmosphere heavy with tension,
then suddenly snap it by dumping rain.

But summer has one perk to make up for everything: in the summer Bankotsu and Jakotsu go swimming
to beat the heat.

Bankotsu is always happy when swimming, so Jakotsu is happy too.

And that's how Jakotsu feels about summer.



3 - Autumn

Jakotsu loves autumn; in autumn all the stale stuffiness of summer gets blown away. He loves autumn
because the air gets crisp and cool and he can taste the smells around him. He loves autumn because
there are sweet berries to eat.

Of course he doesn't really like the days getting shorter and colder, but autumn is still the best.

But the best thing about autumn is the leaves; he loves the bright colors, fiery reds and oranges.
Sometimes he braids leaves into Bankotsu's hair; Bankotsu looks good with leaves in his hair.

And that's how Jakotsu feels about autumn.



4 - Winter

Jakotsu likes winter; in the winter everything is frosty and white. He likes winter because the snow
muffles sounds. He likes winter because his breath freezes in front of him. He likes winter because he
likes to catch snowflakes on his tongue.

Of course the winter is cold and freezes him to the bone, but he always liked cold more than heat.

But the best thing about winter is snow; he always ambushes Bankotsu every chance he gets, adoring
the look on his face when he gets hit by a surprise snowball attack.

And that's how Jakotsu feels about winter.
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